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Let S be a semigroup and let Es denote the set of idempotents of S. As usual Es

is partially ordered in the following fashion: if e,feEs, efíf if and only if

ef=fe = e. Let /denote the set of all integers and let 1° denote the set of nonnegative

integers. A bisimple semigroup Sis called an 7-bisimple semigroup if and only if Es

is order isomorphic to 7 under the reverse of the usual order. We show that S is

an 7-bisimple semigroup if and only if S^Gx Ixl, where G is a group, under the

multiplication

(g, a, b)(h, c, d) = (gfb-}c.chab-cfb-c.d, a,b + d-c)   if b ^ c,

= (fc~-\,ag<xc~''fc-b,bh, a+c-b, d)   if c ^ b,

where a is an endomorphism of G, a0 denoting the identity automorphism of G,

and for me Io, ne I,

/o,n=e> the identity of G while if m>0,

fim.n = un + i"m~1un + 2am-2- ■ -un + (m.X)aun + m, where {un : ne/} is a collection of

elements of G with un = e, the identity of G, if n > 0.

If we let G = {e}, the one element group, in the above multiplication we obtain

S=IxI under the multiplication (a, b)(c, d) = (a + c — r, b + d—r).

We will denote S under this multiplication by C*, and we will call C* the

extended bicyclic semigroup. C* is the union of the chain I of bicyclic semigroups C.

If S is an 7-bisimple semigroup, we will write S=(G, C*, a, w¡) where G is the

structure group of S, a is the structure endomorphism of G, and {m¡} is the sequence

of "distinguished elements" of G.

An 7-bisimple semigroup is a bisimple inverse semigroup without identity as

contrasted to a bisimple ¿^-semigroup (a bisimple semigroup T such that ET is

order isomorphic to 7° under the reverse of the usual order [7], [12]) which is a

bisimple inverse semigroup with identity. If S=(G, C*,a,ut), the inverse of

(g,m,ri) is (g~1,n,m) and Es = ((e,n,n) : ne I). If Jf is Green's relation,

S/Jtif ~C*, the extended bicyclic semigroup.

Necessary and sufficient conditions for two 7-bisimple semigroups to be iso-

morphic are established, and an explicit determination of the homomorphisms of

one 7-bisimple semigroup onto another is given.

A complete description of the maximal group homomorphic image of an 7-

bisimple semigroup is given. Since we are also able to give an explicit description of

the defining homomorphism, this result should have applications to the matrix
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representation of 7-bisimple semigroups over fields. To perform the construction,

we first determine the maximal cancellative homomorphic image of an cu-right

cancellative semigroup (a right cancellative semigroup with identity whose ideal

structure is order isomorphic to 7° under the reverse of the usual order). We then

utilize this result in conjunction with the description of the maximal group homo-

morphic image of a bisimple inverse semigroup with identity [8] to describe the

maximal group homomorphic image of a bisimple oj-semigroup. Finally, this

description, structural properties of 7-bisimple semigroups, and a determination of

the homomorphisms of a bisimple aj-semigroup into a group are used to give the

desired construction.

It is shown that if p is a congruence relation on an 7-bisimple semigroup

S=(G, C*, a, u,), p is a group congruence (S/p is a group) or p is an idempotent

separating congruence (each p-class contains at most one idempotent). The group

congruences are in a one-to-one correspondence with the normal subgroups of the

maximal group homomorphic image while the idempotent separating congruences

are determined in terms of the a-invariant subgroups of G.

The ideal extensions of an 7-bisimple semigroup are studied in [15], [16].

Unless otherwise specified, we will use the terminology, definitions, and notation

of [2].

1. The structure theory. In this section we determine the structure of 7-bisimple

semigroups, and we also give an example of an 7-bisimple semigroup with nontrivial

distinguished elements.

0t, f£, 3t?, and Si will denote Green's relations [2]. Ra will denote the ^-class

containing a.

Theorem 1.1 (Reilly [7]; see also Warne [12]). S is abisimple w-semigroup if

and only if S^GxI°xI°, where G is a group, under the multiplication

(g, a, b)(h, c, d) = (ga'-'ha."-', a + c-r,b + d-r)

where r = min (b, c) and a is an endomorphism of G, a0 denoting the identity auto-

morphism.

Theorem 1.2 (Warne [10], [11]). Let S be a regular bisimple semigroup and let

e e Es. Then, eSe is a regular bisimple semigroup with identity e. If Es is linearly

ordered, S= U(eSe : e e Es) with eSe<^fSf if and only if eSf and each eSe is a

bisimple inverse semigroup with identity e with EeSe = {fe Es \ e^f}.

Theorem 1.3. S is an I-bisimple semigroup if and only if S^GxIxI, where G

is a group, under the multiplication

(g, a, b)(h, c, d) = (gfb\Mb-%-c.a, a, b+d-c)   if b^c,

(1.1)
= (fc\ago?-bfc-b.A a + c-b, d)   if c ^ b,
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where a is an endomorphism of G, <x° denoting the identity automorphism of G, and

for me Io, ne I,

fo.n = e, the identity of G, and for m>0,

fm.n = un + iam'1un + 2am-2- ■ -un+(m.X)aun + m, where {un : nel} is a collection of

elements of G with un = eifn>0.

Proof. Let us first consider S=GxIxI under the multiplication (1.1). Since

fm,na° ^fm+c.nfc.m+n for m e 7°, n e I, and c e 7°, the associative law may be verified

by a routine calculation. Since (g, m, n)3i(SC)(h,p, q) if and only if m=p (n=q),

S is bisimple. Since Es={(e, n,n) : ne I}, S is an 7-bisimple semigroup.

Let S* be an 7-bisimple semigroup and let Es,=(et : i el) with e(<ey if and

only if i>j. If we let S? = ejSeu S* = {J(S* : ieland z^O) with S?ZS? if and

only if i äy by Theorem 1.2. Each Sf is a bisimple cu-semigroup with

ES; = (ei + n : neIo)

by Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2. Thus, we may set S* = GiXl°xI°, where G¡ is

a group under the multiplication

(1.2)      (g, m, n)i(h,p, q\ = (gßf-rhß?-r, m+p-r, n+q-r\ where r = min (n,p)

and ßt is an endomorphism of G¡ by Theorem 1.1. Let us write Sf=(Gu ft),. We

note that e¡ + „ = (e, n, n)¡ for neIo. Let ß0 = a0 and G=G0. Thus, we may write

(G0, j80)o = [G, «„]„. Suppose that 5¡*+, = [G, «¡ + x]l + x while St* = (G¡, A)¡. Since

[g, 0, 0]i+1 e Ret+1 n Lei+l, [g, 0, 0]i + 1 = (gf, 1,1)( where fi is a one-to-one mapping

of G onto G(. Utilizing (1.2) we see that/( is an isomorphism. For geG, let

gai=gfißifi~1. Clearly, at is an endomorphism of G. If g' e G¡, then g' =gf for some

geG. Thus, g'ßifi~1=g'fi~1ai or ßiff1=ff1ai. Hence, by a straightforward

calculation, (g, m, n)i<pi = [gfi~1, m, «]¡ is an isomorphism of (G(, /S¡)¡ onto [G, <x¡]j.

Thus, we may set (g,m,n)i=[gfr1,m,n]l. Hence, [g, 0, 0]i + 1 = [g, 1, 1]¡. Thus,

we may let S* = U(S¡ : iel,i£0) where S|» [G»«J, and [g, 0, 0]i+1 = [g, 1, 1],.

Since [e, 0, l]i + 1 e Re¡+1 n Le¡+2, [e, 0, l]i + 1 = [z¡, 1, 2], for some r, e G. We may

deduce from (1.2) that

[g, m, n]l + x = [e, m, 0]l + x[g, 0, 0]i+1[e, 0, n]i + x

(1.3)
= [zt V"1  **--'*¿ ^tzr^Zi-^f-Zi«?"1, m+l,n+l\

where if w = 0 (« = 0), the left (right) multiplier of g becomes e. We note that

[z^ga-i + iZi, 2, 2]i = [gai + 1, 1, l]i + 1 = [e, 1, l]i + x[g, 0, 0]( + 1

= [e, 2, 2L[g, 1, 1]¡ = [gat, 2, 2\.

Hence, gal=zi~1gai + xzi. Thus, by a straightforward calculation,

ga, = (*_!•• -zO-VoC^-i- • -Zi).

For convenience, let

(1.4) wi+1 = z-r-z.
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for f¡> — 1. For n>0, we set un = e, the identity of G. Thus,

(1.5) gai = Ui-+\gcc0Uí + x.

We now set a0 = a. We will show that S*^S where S=GxIxI under the multi-

plication (1.1). Utilizing (1.1),

Si = (e, i, i)S(e, i, i) = {(g, m, n) : g e G, m, n e I, m ^ i,n ^ /}.

As above, S¡ is a bisimple cu-semigroup. Let a( = (e, i, i+1). Then each element of

St may be uniquely expressed in the form x = of mgaf e HleJ + m¡i + n) where g = afxa^ n

e HitM. Thus, (ai"mga?)9'i = <g, m, «>¡ where g = (g, i, i) and aig=gy¡ai defines an

isomorphism of St onto <G, yi>¡ (the proof of the last statement is essentially given

in [7, p. 164] and will thus be omitted). Since aig=gyial,

(e, i, i+ l)(g, i, i) = (füigfi.i, i, i+ 0 = («fVifWi + i, i, i+ O

= (gYi, i, i){c, i, i+1) = (gyt, i, i+1).

Hence, by (1.5),

(1.6) gyi = u-+\gau¡ + 1 = gau    i.e. y, = a¡.

We note that ar+°xga°+x = ariga¡. Thus, {g, 0, 0>i + i = <£, 1, 1>,.

We also have ai + x = af1zaf where z=aiai + xa~2. Therefore,

z = (e, i, i+ l)(e, i+1, /4-2)(e, ¿4-1, i)(e, i+1, /')

= (ur+2tti+x,i,i).

Hence,

<e, 0, l>i + i = <w,-+12"i + i, 1. 2>¡ = <z¡, 1, 2>¡.

The last equality is valid by virtue of (1.4). Hence,

(1.7) <g,«í,«>i + i = <zrV~1---zfVzr1gzrZ¡«r--zio=r\ m+l,n+\\

where if «2 = 0 (« = 0), the left- (right-) hand multiplier of g is e.

By virtue of (1.6) [g, m, n],0¡ = (g, m, «>¡ defines an isomorphism of S¡ onto S¡.

Let xd=x6¡ if x e S[.

If xeSi + xÇ:Si, xdi + x = xd¡ by virtue of (1.3) and (1.7). Thus, it follows easily

that 9 is an isomorphism of 5 onto S*.   Q.E.D.

Corollary 1.1. An I-bisimple semigroup S contains an #F-class consisting of a

single element if and only if S^Ix I under the multiplication

(1.8) (a, b)(c, d) = (a+c-r,b + d-r)

where r=min(Z?, c).

Proof. Let S be an 7-bisimple semigroup with the above property.  Thus,

S ^ Gxlxl,
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where G is a group, under the multiplication (1.1). Since (g, a, b)Jf(h, c, d) if

and only if a = c and b = d, G = {e} and S^Ix I under (1.8). The converse follows

from Theorem 1.1.

Corollary 1.2. An I-bisimple semigroup S contains an JF-class consisting of a

single element if and only if S^Ix I under the multiplication

(1.9) (a, b)(c, d) = (a+c, max (b + c, d)).

Proof. Let S be an 7-bisimple semigroup with the above property. Thus,

S^IxI under (1.8) by Corollary 1.1. However, (a, b)<p=(b-a, b) defines an iso-

morphism of 5=7x7 under (1.8) onto S=/x/under (1.9). By virtue of the above

isomorphism the converse is a consequence of Corollary 1.1.

Thus, the only 7-bisimple semigroup containing an Jf-class consisting of a single

element is the extended bicyclic semigroup.

Corollary 1.3. Let S be an I-bisimple semigroup. Thus MC is a congruence on S

andS/W^C*.

Proof. Let S=(G, C*, a, «¡). By Theorem 1.1, (g, a, b)Jf(h, c, d) in S if and

only if a = c and b=d. Thus, it is easily seen that #F is a congruence on S. Clearly,

S/JF contains a trivial ^f-class. Thus the result is a consequence of Corollary 1.1

or Corollary 1.2.

Example. An example of an 7-bisimple semigroup with nontrivial distinguished

elements.

First suppose that Ss Gxlxl under the multiplication

(1.10) (g,m,n)(h,p,q) = (gaP-'han-\m+p~r,n+q-r)

where r = min («, p) and a is an endomorphism of G. Thus, St = (e, i, i)S(e, i, i)

={(g, m,n) : ge G, m, « eI, m^i, «2;/} and S= {J{St : ieI and /S0}. Let

at = (e,i,i+l). Thus, as in the proof of Theorem 1.1, (armgaf)q)l = (g,m,n)i

where g=(g, i, i) and aig=gaiai is an isomorphism of St onto (G, o^. Hence,

since a,g=gaia¡,

(e, i, i+ l)(g, i, i) = (gah i, i)(e, i, i+l),

(ga, i, i+ 1) = (gah i, i+ 1).

Thus, a = a¡ and St^(G, a)¡. We note that ar+°xga?+x = a¡~1gai. Thus

(1.11) (*,0,0)f + 1 = (s, 1, 1),.

Furthermore, ai + x = a^1zaf where z=aiai+ia("2- Thus,

z = (e, i, i+ l)(e, i+1, i+2)(e, i+1, i)(e, i+1, ¿) = (e, i, i).

Hence,

(1.12) («,<U),+1-fel.'%.
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Thus, utilizing (1.10), (1.11), and (1.12), we obtain

(1-13) (g,m,n)l + x = (g,m+l,n + l\.

By a suitable choice of representative elements, any 7-bisimple semigroup with

M( = e must be reduced to an "inverse limit" of the above type. We will give an

example of an 7-bisimple semigroup where this reduction is not possible.

Let G be the group of integers under addition. Let S=GxIxI under the

multiplication

(g, a, b)(h, c, d) = (g+h2»-c+fb_c,d-fb_c,c, a,b + d-c)   if 6 ^ c,
(1.14)

= (g2c-" + h+fc^b-fc^a,c + a-b,d)   if c^b,

where

/0>n = 0 for n e 7 while if me Io and m>0,

fm.n=an + x2m-1 + an+22m-2+ ■ ■ ■ +am+n_x2+am+n, where an=0 for «>0 and

forn^O

an = 1    if n is odd,

= 0   if « is even.

By Theorem 1.1, 5e is an 7-bisimple semigroup. As in the proof of Theorem 1.1,

St = (e, i, i)S(e, i, i) = {(g, m,n) : g e G, m, n e I, m ü i, n 2: i} and

S=\J(Si:ieI,iiO).

Let (yi : i el, i'áO) be any sequence of elements of G and let a¡ = (j¡, i, i+l).

Thus, as usual, (a¡~mga?)<p¡ = (g, m, n)¡ where aig=gyiai and g = (g, i, i) defines an

isomorphism of S¡ onto (G, yt)i.

We again note that

(1.15) ai + x = ai~1zaf

where z = aiai + xar2. Thus, by (1.14),

z - (y,, i, i+l)(yi+i, i+ l, i+2)(-y(, i+1, i)(-y¡, i+1, i)

= (yi+i-2yi+ai + x-at+2, i, i)t.

Hence, by (1.15),

(0, 0, l)i + 1 = (yi + x-2yi+ai + x-ai+2, I, 2).

Thus, by (1.12), if S is an 7-bisimple semigroup "without factor terms", there

must exist a sequence {j, : ie7, i^O} of elements of G such that yi + i—2yf+ai+i

—ai+2=0 for all iel where /^0. Hence, j0=2y_1 while if/^ —2

yi + x = 2y¡— 1    if/is even,

= 2y¡+l   if i is odd.
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To simplify the notation, let bn=y^n. Thus, b0 = 2bx while ifn^l

bn = 2bn + x — 1    if «is odd,

= 2/3n+i4-l   if« is even.

Let ¿»o = 2x0 where x0 is chosen arbitrarily. Hence, bx = x0. Thus, for n ̂  1,

, x04-l-24-224----4-(-l)n-12n-1
°n + l  -  -2^-'

|Q-(-2)")4-x0
2n

Hence, for «^1,

Kl-22") + x0
f2n + l  — 22n

Thus, lim,,.^ ô2n+i= — i which is impossible since each bn is an integer.

Remark. The above example is related to an example communicated to the

author by Professor A. H. Clifford.

2. The homomorphism theory. In this section, we give necessary and sufficient

conditions for two 7-bisimple semigroups to be isomorphic, and we determine the

homomorphisms of an 7-bisimple semigroup onto an 7-bisimple semigroup.

The following theorem is obtained from [9, Theorem 2.3, Theorem 1.2, and

Theorem 1.1]. A proof will be given elsewhere [14].

Theorem 2.1 Let S=(G,C,a) and S*=(G*,C,ß) be bisimple w-semigroups.

Let f be a homomorphism of G onto G* and z e G* such that af=fßCz where xCz

=zxz"1 for xeG*. For each (g, m,n)e S define

(2.1) (g,m,n)6 = íz"1^"1- • -z^ßz'^gßz-zß- • -z/?""1, m,n)

if m>0, n>0. If m = 0 (n = 0), the left- (right-) multiplier of gf is e*, the identity

ofG*.
Then, 6 is a homomorphism of S onto S* and conversely every such homomorphism

is obtained in this fashion. 6 is an isomorphism if and only if fis an isomorphism.

The condition for two bisimple cu-semigroups to be isomorphic (homomorphic)

was given by Reilly [7] (Munn and Reilly [4]), although the isomorphism (homo-

morphism) was not exhibited.

If G is a group and y e G, we will denote the inner automorphism of G deter-

mined by y by Cy, i.e. xCy=yxy~1 (x e G).

Theorem 2.2. Let S=(G, C*, a, ut) and S* = (G*, C*, ß, v,) be I-bisimple semi-

groups. Then, S is isomorphic to S* if and only if there exists a sequence

{z, : iel,i S 0}
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of elements of G*, a sequence {f : i el, i^O} of isomorphisms of G onto G*, and

ae I such that for all i el, / g 0

(2.2) zi + xvr+1a+2vi+a+x = ((u7?2Ui+x)fiCz-^)(ZißCv-^^>

(2.3) fi=fl+iCZt,

(2.4) «C<Afi = fißCZiVrA+1.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1.1, S= í/(5¡ : i el, i^O) where Si = (G, at)t,

(2.5) aj = aCu-+\,

(2.6) (g,m,n)i + x = (if V"1' • •sTi«iSC1gSi-Sfli- • •J,ici_1,m+l,ii+l)i,

where if m=0 (n = 0) the left (right) multiplier of g is e, the identity of G, and

(2.7) j¡ = ur+\ui+x.

Similarly, S* = U(S* : iel) where S* = [G*, ft], (also see p. 371)

(2.8) ßi = ßCvrA,

(2.9) [g,m,n]i + x = fclßrl- • tÇ^t^gU-tfo- .-^ff'S w+l,».+ lji.

where if wi=0 (n=0), the left (right) multiplier of g is e*, the identity of G*, and

(2.10) f, = rf+Vi + i-

First suppose that 6 is an isomorphism of S onto S*. Suppose that (e, 0, O)o0

= [e, 0, 0]a. Thus, 6 induces an isomorphism 6Q of So = (e,0,0)0S(e,0,0)o onto

[e, 0, 0]aS*[e, 0, 0]a = Sa*. Hence, 6 induces an isomorphism 0, of St onto S*+a

for each iel with /^0. Thus, by virtue of Theorem 2.1, for each i there exists an

isomorphism f of G onto G* and r, g G* such that

(2.11) «if = fißi + aCZi,

and

(2.12) (g, IW, Jl),ff, =   [Zf ̂ h-V • • • Zf ^ + ̂ f VA • Z¡A + a • • • ZjjSr+a1, W, «]| + a,

where if w = 0 (n=0) the' left (right) multiplier of gf is e*.

Combining (2.5), (2.8), and (2.11), we obtain (2.4).

If x e St+1ZSu xd = xdi+x = xdi. Thus, since (e, 0, 1)¡ + i = [Jí, 1, 2]¡ by (2.6),

(2.13) [Z1 + 1, 0, l]1 + a + i =  [Z(- \sJiiZi(Zißi + o), 1, 2], + a

by virtue of (2.12). However, by (2.9),

(2.14) [Zi + 1, 0, l]i + a + l =  [Zi + lU + a, 1, 2]i + a.

Thus, combining (2.13), (2.14), (2.10), (2.7), and (2.8), we obtain (2.2).
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Furthermore, by (2.6), (g, 0, 0)i + x = (g, I, l)t. Hence, (g, 0, O)i+10i+i = (g, 1,1)^.

Thus, by (2.12),

(2.15) [gf +1; 0, 0],+B+1 = [z," tyiZi, 1, 11+a.

However, by (2.9), we have

(2.16) [gfi+x, 0, 0]i + a+i = [gfi + x, 1, l]i+a.

Thus, combining (2.15) and (2.16) ,we obtain (2.3).

Let us now assume the conditions of the theorem are valid. By (2.4), (2.5),

(2.8), and Theorem 2.1, (2.12) defines an isomorphism of St onto Sf+a.

By (2.12), (2.9), (2.10), (2.2), (2.7), (2.8), and (2.12),

(e,0, 1)¡ + ip¡ + i = [zj + 1, 0, lji + a + i = [zi + iii + 0, 1, 2]i + „

=   [zi + lVi + a + 2Vi + a + X, l,2]i + a

= [((ui-+12Ui + x)fiC^)ZißCWa+1, l,2]i + 0

= [(SifiC^)(Zißi + a),l,2]i + a

= [zr^SifiMzißi + a), l, 2]i + a = (Si, l, DA

Thus,

(2.17) (e,0,n)i + 1öi+i = (^.j,«,. • .j,«,-1, l,»+l)(fl, if « â 1.

By taking inverses, we obtain

(2.18) (e,n,0)i + xei + x = (jf1«?-1- • -s,- Vf S «+1, 1),»,.

By (2.12), (2.9), (2.3), and (2.12),

(ft O,O)i + 10i + 1 = [g/¡ + 1,0,0]i + o + 1 = [g/( + i, 1, 1]I + B
(2.19)

= l*Tlffa, 1, 1]. + . = (ft 1, 1)A

Thus, combining (2.17), (2.18), and (2.19), we obtain

(g, m, n)i + xel + x = (e, m, 0)i + xei + x(g, 0, 0)i + xei + x(e, 0, n)i + 16t + 1
(2.20)

= (ij-1«™-1- • -s^aiSf^Si-sw •sia1-1,m + l,n + l)A

Let us define

(2.21) xd = JC0f    if a: e iSJ.

Hence, by (2.6) and (2.20), 8 defines an isomorphism of S onto S*. Let TV

denote the natural numbers.

Theorem 2.3. Let S=(G, C*, a, «,) and S* = (G*, C*, ß, v¡) be I-bisimple semi-

groups. Let {zj : / e 7, i SO} be a sequence of elements of G*, and let {f : i el, i SO}
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be a sequence of homomorphisms of G onto G*, and let a be an element of I such that

for all i g I\N

(2.22) zl + xvr+\ + 2vi + a + x = ((wr+2Wi + i)/iQri)(z^C„r+ia+1),

(2.23) fi=fi + 1CZi,

(2-24)                              «CVA/i -/¿CW.+1-

For each element (g, m, n)¡ e S¡(i e I\N), define

(g, m, n)id = [*f VSV«1' ' -zr^i + azr^fiZi-Ziß^a- ■ -zffl^, m, n]i + a

where the square brackets denote an element of S* and where ifm = 0(n = 0) the left

(right) multiplier of gf is e*, the identity of G*.

Then, 6 is a homomorphism of S onto S* and conversely every such homomorphism

is obtained in this fashion.

Proof. Let 6 be a homomorphism of S onto S*. Let us suppose that (e, 0, O)¡0

= (e, 0, 0)a¡. Hence 6 induces a homomorphism 0t of St onto S^t. By Theorem 2.1,

6¡ is given by

(2.25) (g, m, n)A = [zf 1ßSt~ L.-zf %tzt~ ̂ gfz, ■ z,ßa( ■ ■ ■ zfà~ 'm, n]a¡,

where if m = 0 (n = 0) the left (right) multiplier of gf is e*, the identity of G* and

where, z( g G* and f is a homomorphism of G onto G* such that

(2.26) ajt = fßaiCZi.

As usual, a, and ßat are given by (2.5) and (2.8).

Since (e, 0, 0)i + x = (e, I, 1), by (2.6), (e, 0, 0)i + xei + x = (e, 1, \)t0t. Thus, by (2.25),

(2.27) [e,0,0]Ol+1 = [zfV.Zi.UjV

Clearly, ai + x^ai, i.e., a, + i = ai4-/ji for some b¡ e 7°. Hence, by (2.9),

[e,0,0]ai+1 = [e,0,0]ai+bi = [e, bt, b^.

Thus, by (2.27), ¿¡=1 and ai + 1=a( + l. Hence, if we let a0 = a, at = a+i for all

i e I, i'^O. Hence the remainder of the proof parallels that of Theorem 2.2.

3. The maximal group homomorphic image. In this section we describe the

maximal cancellative homomorphic image of an cu-right cancellative semigroup^),

the maximal group homomorphic image of a bisimple co-semigroup and finally the

maximal group homomorphic image of an 7-bisimple semigroup.

We first review constructions of Clifford [1] and of the author [8].

Let 5 be a semigroup with identity 1. The set of elements of S having a right

inverse with respect to 1 is called the right unit subsemigroup of S. Let S be a

C1) The terminology of "<i>-right cancellative semigroup" and "bisimple w-semigroup" leads

to some confusion. Thus, in [7], we employ the term "co-bisimple semigroup".
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bisimple inverse semigroup with identity and let P denote the right unit subsemi-

group of S. The principal left ideals of P form a semilattice (with respect to

inclusion). From each =S?-class of P pick a fixed representative element and let

a V b (a, be P) denote the representative element of the -S?-class containing c where

Pa n Pb=Pc. Define (a*b)b=avb. Then, S^PxP under the following definition

of equality and multiplication :

(3.1) (a, b) = (c, d) if a = uc and b = ud where m is a unit of P (an element of P

which has a two-sided inverse with respect to 1, the identity of P).

(3.2) (a, b)(c, d) = ((c*b)a, (b*c)d).

This construction is due to Clifford [1].

Let us now review the construction of the author [8] for describing the maximal

group homomorphic image of a bisimple inverse semigroup with identity.

Let us define the following relation on P:

(3.3) If a, be P, a-qb if and only if there exists he P such that ha=hb.

Then t] is the minimal cancellative congruence on P or P=P/-q is the maximal

cancellative homomorphic image of P. Let /? -> /i denote the canonical homo-

morphism of P onto P. Let ä,beP. We consider the set F of all pairs of elements

of P writing them as fractions b/ä. The relation = between these fractions shall be

defined thus :

(3.4) b/ä = d/c

shall mean that elements x and y exist in P such that xä=yc and xE=yd.

The definition of the product is

(3.5) b/ä-d/c = ¡cd/Ha   where «75 = kc.

F is a group and the isomorphism of P into F is given by ä -> ä/l.

Theorem 3.1 (Warne [8]). With S, P, P, and F as above the mapping <f>: (a, b)

-> b/ä is a homomorphism of S onto F, and F is thereby the maximal group homo-

morphic image of S.

In [14], we called a right cancellative semigroup P with identity an tu-right

cancellative semigroup if and only if its ideal structure (the set of principal left

ideals of P ordered by inclusion) is order isomorphic to Io under the reverse of the

usual order. The structure of oj-right cancellative semigroups was given by Rees.

Theorem 3.2 (Rees [6]). S is an w-right cancellative semigroup if and only if

S= G x Io, where G is a group, under the multiplication

(3.6) (g, m)(h, n) = (g(ham), m + n)

where a is an endomorphism ofG, a° being interpreted as the identity transformation.

If P is an tu-right cancellative semigroup, we will write P=(G, Io, a) where G

is the structure group and a is the structure endomorphism of P.
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Theorem 3.3. Let P=(G, Io, a) be an w-right cancellative semigroup and let e

be the identity ofG. IfN={g e G | gan = efor some « 6 7°}, N is a normal subgroup

of G. If(xN)6 = (xa)N, x e G, 6 is an endomorphism ofG/N. Let g^-g denote the

natural homomorphism of G onto G/N. The maximal cancellative homomorphic

image P of P is (G/N, Io, 8) and the canonical homomorphism of P onto P is given

by(g,m)r¡ = (g,m).

Proof. Let r¡ be the minimum cancellative congruence relation on P. By (3.6)

and (3.3), (g, k)rj(h,j) if and only if k=j and there exists se 1° such that gas=has.

If we define ApB (A, Be G) if and only if Aac = Bac for some c e 7°, p is a con-

gruence relation on G. Let TV denote the congruence class containing the identity,

i.e., N={AeG \ Aa° = e for some eel0}. It is easy to see that the mapping

(AN)9 = (Aa)N is an endomorphism of G/7V. Let P be the maximal cancellative

homomorphic image of P under the natural homomorphism

(gj)-^(gj)-

If we define

(gj)8 = (gj)

it is easily seen that 8 is an isomorphism of P onto (G/N, Io, 8).

Remark 3.1. By the proof of [12, Theorem 3.1], S is a bisimple co-semigroup

(G, C, a) if and only if its right unit subsemigroup P is the tu-right cancellative

semigroup (G, 7°, a).

We now completely describe the maximal group homomorphic image of a

bisimple tu-semigroup (including the defining homomorphism). If a is an equiv-

alence relation on a set X, we let x0 denote the equivalence class containing the

element x of X.

Theorem 3.4. Let S=(G, C, a) be a bisimple m-semigroup and let e denote the

identity of G. If N={g e G \ gan = e for some « e 7°}, TV is a normal subgroup of G.

If(xN)9 = (xa)N, x e G, 8 is an endomorphism of G/N. Let g-+g denote the natural

homomorphism of G onto G/N. Let us define a relation a on G/Nx(I0)2 by the rule

(3.7) ((£, a, b), (h, c, d)) e a

if and only if there exists x, y e Io such that x + a=y + c, x + b=y + d, andg~8x = h8y.

Then, a is an equivalence relation on G/Nx(I0)2. Furthermore, the rule

(3.8) (g, a, b)a(h, c, d\ = (g8°h8b, a+c,b + d)a

defines a binary operation on G/N x (7°)2/o-= V whereby V becomes a group which is

the maximal group homomorphic image of S.

The canonical homomorphism of S onto V is given by (g, a, è)y=(ft a, b)„.

Proof. By Theorem 3.3 and Remark 3.1, P=(G/N, Io, 8). We will utilize (3.4)

and (3.5) to determine the group of fractions F of P. Utilizing (3.4), it is easily

seen that

(3.9) (B, b)/(Ä, a) = (75, d)/(C, c)
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if and only if there exists x,yel° such that x+a=y+c, x+b=y+d, and

(A~1B)ex = (C-1D)6\

By (3.5),

(B, b)/(I, a)(D, d)/(C, c) = (K(Ddk), k + d)/(H(Idh), h + a)

where H(Bd'l) = K(C9k) and h + b = k + c. Thus, applying (3.9) with x = c and y = h,

we obtain

(3.9)'       (B, b)/(I, a) ■ (D, d)/(C, c) = ((C~ lD)ff>, b + d)/((B^I)e°, a + c).

It is easy to see that o is an equivalence relation and that V is a groupoid.

Hence by (3.9) and (3.9)'

(3.10) ((B, b)/(I, a))<p = (I' 'B, a, b)a

defines an isomorphism of F onto V.

Let S* be the semigroup constructed from P=(G, I°,a) (see Remark 3.1) by

means of the Clifford construction. Thus, utilizing Theorem 3.2, (3.1), and [12,

p. 572, Equation 3.4], it is easily seen that (g, a, b)X = ((A, a), (B, b)) where

g = A_1B, defines an isomorphism of S=(G, C, a) onto S*.

By Theorem 3.1, 7ms the maximal group homomorphic image of S* under the

homomorphism

((A, a), (B, b))</> = (B, b)/(I, a).

Hence, Kis the maximal group homomorphic image of Sunder the homomorphism

(g, a, b)y = (g, a, b)X<f><p = (g, a, b).

Note. Another construction of the maximal group homomorphic image of S

is given in [4].

The following result is obtained from [9, Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 1.1] and its

proof will be given elsewhere [14].

Theorem 3.5 Let S=(G, C, a) be a bisimple w-semigroup and let G* be a group.

Let f be a homomorphism of G into G* such that fCz = af where xCz = zxz'1 for

x e G*. Then, (g, m, n)</> = z~mgfzn is a homomorphism of S into G* and, conversely,

every such homomorphism is obtained in this fashion.

Theorem 3.6. Let S=(G, C*, a, u¡) be an I-bisimple semigroup and let e be the

identity of G. If N={g e G \ ga" = e for some n e I0}, N is a normal subgroup ofG.

If (xN)6 = (xa)N, 6 is an endomorphism of G/N. Let g->g be the natural homo-

morphism of G onto G/N. Let us define a relation o on G/Nx(I0)2 by the rule

((g, a, b), (Ji, c, d)) eo if and only if there exists x,yel° such that x + a=y + c,

x + b=y + d, and gdx = hvy. Then, o is an equivalence relation on G/Nx(I0)2.

Furthermore, the rule (g,a,b)<,(h,c,d)t7 = (gdch6",a + c,b + d)c defines a binary

operation on G/Nx(I°)2/o = H whereby H becomes a group which is the maximal

group homomorphic image of S. The homomorphism of S onto H is given by

(3.11) (g, m, n)4 = (xf1^-1- • -xf ^xf Wr*i0- • -xjF-\ m, n)a
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where ifm = 0(n = 0) the left (right) multiplier ofg8t is ë and where

x0 = ë,

X-i = »o-1   while for i S —2,

Xi = ÜÖ^ÜZIS)- ■ ■ür+\8-^i% + 28-» + "ui + 38-»^. ■ -ü08,

g~80 = g   while if i S —1,

g8t = üö'-ÜZlS. ■ ■üí-+\8-« + »g6-% + x8-« + »- ■ -ü.x8ü0.

Proof. We first use Theorem 3.5 to determine a homomorphism <pt of St into H

for each i e 7 with i S 0. Let x¡ snd 8¡ be defined as in the statement of the theorem.

In the notation of Theorem 3.5, let G* = H, Zi = (xt, 0, l)a, and gfi = (g8t, 0, 0)„.

Clearly, /, is a homomorphism of G into H. Let us first verify the condition of

Theorem 3.5.

zi«fe-* = (Xi, 0, l)a(g8i, 0, 0)a(xt-\ 1, 0)„

= (Xig8id,0,l)a(xi-1,h0)a

= ((xig8i8)8xr18, 1, 1),

= (Xig8i8xr1,0,0)a

(3 12) = ^l5:^-    ^ 0-(í + 1,fe + 20-<i + 1)Hi + 30-<i + 2>---"oí>

•Wo-^mIÎO2-• •öi-+12ö-« + 1)}Mi-+11Ö-ifö-i + 1

•tZi + iÖ-'{i7( + 2o-<i + 1'...5_1ö2M0ö

«o-1«- • .^-+1aÖ-«+1)}S(+1fl'«+»- ■ -¿/-^«o, 0, 0),

= (Sí1.«:!«- • •«r+1iö-(i+1)üf+1iö-igö-i+1

• Mi+iô-'i7i+1e-<i+»...M.iôM0,o,o)ff.

By (2.5), gai=ui-+\gaui+1. Thus,

(3.13) gat = üi-+\g^üt + x = üt-+\g~8üi+x.

The last equality follows from the statement of the theorem. Thus, using (3.13),

gaji = (gaA 0, 0), = ((ür+\g8üi+i)8i, 0, 0),

= (ü^-ü^e- ■ ■ur+\8-«+»(u-i-+\g8ui + x)d-%+x8-"+». ■ -ü-x8ü0, 0, O),

(3.14) = (üö'-üZid- ■ .üi-+\8-«+í%-+\8-*g8-i + % + 18-1

■üi + x8-«+»...ü_x8ü0,0,0)a.

Thus, comparing (3.12) and (3.14), we see that zig/"izf1=gai/i as desired. Hence,

by Theorem 3.5,

(ft m, nUi = (xr\ 1, 0)?(gai; 0, 0M*,, 0, 1);

= («f 1fl»-1- • •*,-^jcf ^SjXrJCjft • •x,Ô'1-1, m, »)„

where if/n=0 («=0) the left (right) multiplier of fS¡ is ë, defines a homomorphism

of 5, into H.
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We note that (g, m, n)0<p0=(g, m, n)„. Hence, by Theorem 3.4, <f>0 is a homo-

morphism of S0 onto 77.

Let us define x</> = x<pi if x e St. We will show that <f> is a homomorphism of S

onto 77. We note that

(g, 1, Viti = (xr1^^, 1, 1),

= (ûô'e- • .sr+Is0-«+1>{sl+x0-«+1>- • ■ü_xea0üö1üz1xd- ■ -«fAf?-«"1'}

■ge-'{üi+xe-«+"- ■ -ü^euo-ü^-üzie- ■ ■urAe-«*"}

■üt+2e-«+"...üo0,i,i)<,

= (So-1*. • •Mi-+120-(i+1)f0-i",+20-(i+1)- • -ü0e, i, i),

= (g8i+xe, i, i)a = (g8i+x, o, oy = (g, o, owi+1.

Let sl = u¡~+12ui+x. Thus,

(í„ 1, 2),¿, = (xï^&XfXid, 1, 2)„

= (üö'e- ■ •«r+12Ö-<i+1){"i+iö-(i+1)- ■ ■a^xeüo-aö1üzi0- ■ ■%-&$-«+»}

•{si+2ö-<i+i>. • -üoe-üö^- ■ -wrAö-"*1'}

■üt-+\e-%+2O-l---üo02,1,2),

- (Mo"1«- • •«r+12ö-(i+1){i/r+12Ö-iMi+10-i«r+11ö-'«i+20-i}.. .¿zo02,1,2\

= (üo^e- ■ .fl,-^^t«B,+8«-«*». • -«oö2, i, 2),

= ((«i1- • ̂ -+^-«+a^+8i-<,+a)- • -«„0)0, 1, 2),

= (xj + 10, 1, 2)„ m (xl + x, 0, l)a = (e, 0, l)i + x<pl + x

Hence,

(g, m, n)i + x<pi + x = ((e, m, 0)i + x(g, 0, 0)l + x(e, 0, n)i + x)<pi + x

= (st~ 1a^-1---St~ 1aiSi~ 1gSi■ S¡at■ ■ ■ í¡ap_1, m + 1, n + l),<p,

where if m=0 (n = 0) the left- (right-) hand multiplier of g is e. Hence, if x e Si+x £ S¡,

i.e.,

x = (g, m, n)i + x = (sf1^-1- ■sf1aist-1gsrsiar ■ -j,«?"1, m+l, n+l\,

then x<f>i + x=X(/>i. Thus, </> is a homomorphism of S onto H.

We now will show that 77 is the maximal group homomorphic image of S under

the homomorphism </>.

Let G* be an arbitrary group and let p be a homomorphism of S onto G*. We

denote p/St by p¡. Thus, p( is a homomorphism of Sj into G*. Since 77 is the

maximal group homomorphic image of S0 under the homomorphism <f>0 by virtue

of Theorem 3.4, there exists a homomorphism y of H onto the subgroup S0po of

G* such that (g, m, ri)0<f>0y=(g, m, n)oPo for all (g, m, n)0 e S0.

Next, suppose that (g, m, n)i+x<f>i + xy=(g, m, n)i+xpi+x where y is a homo-

morphism of 77 onto Si+Xpi + X.
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By virtue of Theorem 3.5, there exists r¡ g G* and a homomorphism i?, of G

into G* such that vígr¡ivf1=gair¡i for all geG. Furthermore (g, a, b)ipi = vi~agr¡iv1

for (g, a, b\ e S¡.

Since (g, 0, 0)i + x = (g, 1, 11, (g, 0, 0)t + xPi + x = (g, 1, l)iPi. Thus, gr¡i+x = vi-1gr]ivt.

Hence, grli = vigrH + xvi-1.

Since (e, 0, l)i+x = (sh 1, 2%, (e, 0, l)i + xpi + x = (si, 1, 2)iPi. Thus,

= t'r1(^(ii'?i+i)i'r1)fiUi

Hence, vi = si~1rn + xvi + x. Thus,

gVt = (^r^t + iVi + dgVi + ÁVi'AsiVi + i)

= *f %+i(»<+1 ^i + i^VO^i +1

= *f V+i(gai+i%+i)*M+i

= (¿f ̂ «í + i^í + i-

We recall that by p. 369 if 1gat+xs(=gai = u~+\gaui+x. Thus,

5(  ^«i + lii = Ui+\gaui + x  = Mi+\g0Ml + 1.

Hence,

(jfVi+i^, o, o)¡+i<¿t+i = to V¡+ií¡)s¡+i, o, o)„

= (ü^üz\e- ■ ■ü-+\0-^2\sr1gai+xsi)e-'i^

■üi+26-«+».--ü_xeü0,o,oy

= (üölüzie- ■ .ür+\e-«+2Xü-+\g6üi+x)o-«+»

•$+ar«+»---s_10So,o,o)a

= (üo'üzie- • •wr+11ö-<i+1,f0-iöi+10-(i+1)- • •M_10iïo,o,o)ff

= (f si5 0, 0), = (g, 0, 0)^.

Thus,

(g, 0, 0)¡p¡ = gr¡t = (S^lgai + Xsi)r¡i + X

= (sf ^«i + xst, 0, 0)i + xPi + x

= (*f V^ + l*. 0, 0)i + x</>i + xy = (g, 0, Oyfay.
We next note that

(if1, o, i)i+i&+1 = (sr%+iXi+i,o, iy

= (ü^-üz\d- ■ •wf+120-(i + 2)(«f+11"i+2)ö-(i + 1)

■üi+2d-«+»---ü-xdüQxl+x,o,iy

=  (öo^W-lö- • •i/f+110-(i + 1)iíi + 20-(Í + 1){¿íi + 20-(¡ + 2)

■ • ■ü_xda0ü0-1-üz1xe- ■ -ü^2e-(t+2)}i/i+30-((+2)- • -ü0e, o, iy

= (üö'ü^O- ■ •Mf+110-(i + 1)Mi + 20-(i + 1)Wi + 30-<i + 2>- ■ -ÜoO, 0, Da

= (Xi, 0, 1), = (e, 0, 1)^.
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Thus,

(e, 0, l)iPi = if S+1^+1 = (sf\0, l)i + i/3i+i

= (jf1, 0, l)l + 1^, + 1y = (e, 0, l\<j>iy.

Hence, (ft m, «)i^ty=(ft m, n\pi for all (ft m, n) e St. Thus, if x e S, x<py=xp.

Clearly, Hy=G*. Thus, H is the maximal group homomorphic image of S

under the homomorphism <j>.

4. The congruences. In this section, we will determine the congruence relations

on an 7-bisimple semigroup S = (G, C*, a, u¡). We first show that every congruence

relation p on S is either an idempotent separating congruence (each p-class of S

contains at most one idempotent) or a group congruence (S/p is a group). The

idempotent separating congruences are uniquely determined by the a-invariant

subgroups of G. Clearly, the group congruences are uniquely determined by the

normal subgroups of the maximal group homomorphic image of S (see §3).

We first show that every congruence on S=(G, C*, a, u¡) is either an idempotent

separating congruence or a group congruence.

Let S be an inverse semigroup and let p be a congruence relation on S. Let

{Na : a e J} denote the collection of idempotent p-classes of S and let NaC\ Es = Ea.

Thus Es=U(Ea : aej) (each Na contains an idempotent [5]) and Ea n EB = [~~]

ifa/jS.

Furthermore,

(4.1) EaEBçEy for some yej.

(4.2) If a e S and a e J, there exists ay eJ such that a " 1Eaa^ Ey.

Theorem 4.1. If S is a bisimple œ-semigroup each congruence on S is either an

idempotent separating congruence or a group congruence.

Proof. Let S=(G, C, a) and let p be a congruence relation on S. Let F0 denote

the class containing (e, 0, 0). If £0=¡¿FS, let (e, k+l, k+l) be the first element of

Es not contained in £0. Thus, E0 = {(e,j,j) : OSjSk}. Suppose that k>0. Hence,

by (4.2), (e, 1, 1 +k)(e, k+1, k+l)(e, k+1, l) = (e, 1, 1) £ E0 and

(e, 1, l+k)(e,2k+l,2k+l)(e,k+l, 1) = (e,it+U+l)e£0

since (e, k+1, 0)(e, 0, 0)(e, 0, k+ l) = (e, k+1, k+1) and

(e, k+l, 0)(e, k, k)(e, 0,k + l) = (e, 2k + l, 2k+l)

are contained in the same class by (4.2). Hence, we have a contradiction. Thus,

k=0, and E0 = {(e, 0, 0)}. Let us next consider Ey, say. Let (e, n, n) denote the first

element of Ey and suppose that (e,n + l,n + l)e Ev. Thus,

(e, 0, n)(e, n, n)(e, n, 0) = (e, 0, 0) e E0

and (e,0,n)(e,n + l,n + l)(e,n,0) = (e,l,l)e E0 and we again have a contra-

diction, i.e., (e, n+l, n+l) $ Ey. If (e, n + s, n+s) e Ey with s> 1,

(e, n + s, n + s)(e, n+l, n+l) = (e,n+s,n+s)eEy
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and hence (e, n, n)(e, n + l,n+l)=(e,n+l,n+l)eEy,a contradiction. Thus, each

Ey consists of a single point, i.e., p is idempotent separating. If ES = E0, S/p is an

inverse semigroup [5] with a single idempotent, i.e., S/p is a group.

Theorem 4.1 has been established by Munn and Reilly [4] by different methods.

Theorem 4.2. If S is an I-bisimple semigroup, each congruence relation on S is

either a group congruence or an idempotent separating congruence.

Proof. Let p be a congruence relation on S. Clearly, p\ StxSt where S¡ = e\Sei

is a congruence relation p¡ on St. Thus, since St is a bisimple tu-semigroup, p¡ is an

idempotent separating congruence or a group congruence by Theorem 4.1. Let us

suppose that p0 is an idempotent separating congruence. Assume that p( + 1 is

idempotent separating. Let e and / be distinct idempotents of St + x ç S^ If p¡ is a

group congruence, ep¡f Thus, epf and hence epi+xf, a contradiction. Therefore,

Pi is idempotent separating. Hence, since S=U(S¡ : i el, iSO) by Theorem 1.2,

P is an idempotent separating congruence by induction. Similarly, if p0 is a group

congruence, p is a group congruence.

We next will determine the idempotent separating congruences of an 7-bisimple

semigroup S.

We will make use of the determination of the idempotent separating congruences

for an arbitrary inverse semigroup.

If P is a congruence relation on an inverse semigroup S, the kernel of p is the

inverse image of EslD under the canonical homomorphism.

Theorem 4.3 (Preston [5]). Let {Ne : ee Es} be a collection of disjoint subgroups

of the inverse semigroup S and let N= U(Ne : e e Es). Furthermore, suppose that

(4.3) NeNf^Nef,

(4.4) a Nia~1^Ng where ae S and g = afa~1.

Define the relation pN over S by apNb if and only if for some ee Es, aa~1 = e = bb~1

and ab'1 e Ne. Then pN is an idempotent separating congruence over S with kernel N.

Conversely, every idempotent separating congruence p over S has a kernel N of the

above type such that pN is p.

Theorem 4.4. Let S=(G, C*, a, w¡) be an I-bisimple semigroup. There exists a

1-1 correspondence between the idempotent separating congruences on S and the

a-invariant subgroups of G. If py is the congruence corresponding to the a-invariant

subgroup V, P(i,,a,» = ((tfft a,b) : ve V), i.e., (g, a, b)pv(h, c, d) if and only if a = c,

b = d, and Vg= Vh. If Vx, V2 are a-invariant subgroups of G, VXZ V2 if and only if
pvi^Pv*.

Proof. Let F be an a-invariant subgroup of G and let 7V(ei0ia)={(D, a, a) : ve V}

and let TV= C/(A/(ea-a) : ae I). It follows by routine calculation that N(e¡ata} is a

subgroup of S isomorphic to V, TvT(e,a,0)Tv"(eii,iW£Tv'(e,0,oKe,i,,¡,) and

(g, a, b)N(e¡CtC)(g \ b, a) £ 7V(e,M)
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where (e, t, t) = (g, a, b)(e, c, c)(g_1, b, a). Thus, pN is an idempotent separating

congruence of S by Theorem 4.3. We will denote pN by pv.

Conversely, suppose that p is an idempotent separating congruence of S. Thus,

by Theorem 4.3, p = pN where TV is given in the statement of Theorem 4.3 and

TV(ejo,o) = ((u, 0, 0) : v e V) where Fis a subgroup of G. Since

(«, 0, l)(e, 0, OX«"1, 1, 0) = (e, 0, 0),    («, 0, l)TV(e,0,0)(«-\ 1, 0) £ TV(e,0>0)

by (4.4). Thus, if »6 V, («, 0, l)(v, 0, OKA"1, 1, 0) = (h(va)h-\ 0, 0) and V is an

a-invariant subgroup of G. Let TV(e>!)-i)) denote the subgroup of TV containing

(e, b, b). Thus, N(etbM = {(w, b, b) : w e W} where IF is a subgroup of G. Since

(<>, 0, b)(e, b, b)(e, b, 0) = (e, 0, 0), if w e W,

(e, 0, b)(w, b, b)(e, b, 0) = (w, 0, 0) g /V(.t0|0)

by (4.4). Hence JFs F, and similarly, F£ IF. Thus, p = p7 and we have the desired

correspondence. If (ft c, d) e S, we next show that p<i,c,<i> = {("£> c, d) : v e V}.

If («, a, b) e plg,c,d), a = c and b = d and («, c, <7)(g_1, d, c) = (hg~\ c, c) e N<e¡CiC) by

Theorem 4.3. Thus, pjg,c,d)^{(v, g,c,d) : ve V}. Using Theorem 4.3, the desired

equality follows by a routine calculation. If Vx and V2 are a-invariant subgroups

of G, clearly Fi£F2 implies that p7i£pv2. If /i£/s, veVx implies that

(v, 0, 0)py2(<?, 0, 0), i.e., v e V2.

Corollary 4.1. If S is an I-bisimple semigroup, J*f is the maximal idempotent

separating congruence of S.

Proof. By Corollary 1.3, Jif is a congruence on S. By [3, p. 389, Theorem 2],

every idempotent separating congruence of S is contained in 3^.
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